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 Year 9  Blended Learning Unit 5   KO: The Geography of the Keyboard 

1. ‘C’ is to the left of the two black keys 

2. A semitone is the smallest gap between two notes on the piano  

3. A tone is two semitones 

4. Many songs are composed using 4 chords only 

5. This could be chords: C,  F, G Majors and A minor.  

6. They are chords I,  IV,   V   and VI 

7. To create a chord on the keyboard: Play a note, Miss a note, Play a note Miss a note Play a note 

8. This type of chord is a triad 

9. Chords we are using:  

      

C Major                                                       F Major                                             G Major                            A minor                                          

 

10. Song Structure                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

Intro, Chorus, Verse, Chorus, Bridge, Verse, Outro 

11. The Primary chords: I    IV and V (1, 4 and 5) That would be C, F and G in C Major 

12. The secondary chords: II    III and  VI   (2, 3 and 6) That would be d, e and a minors in C Major 

13. Stretch:  

Transposing to G Major: 

In G Major:  

Chords I, IV V and VI are:   

 G    C   D Major and E minor  
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SAL:  Year 9 Blended Learning Unit Summer 1: The Geography of the Keyboard 

 

When the Saints Go Marching In/ Other 4 Chord Songs 
FOR ASSESSMENT, THE QUIZZES WILL ALSO BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT 

 

Colour Knowledge 
 

Skill 

Gold Understands what chord inversions are 
Understands how to use different styles of playing for 
different songs 

Able to play different styles according to the genre, with ease. 
Able to use inverted chords for voice leading and convenience 
when playing 4 chord songs 

Yellow Understands what the root note is Able to play the root note in the left hand simultaneously. 

Blue Knows how to find the chords efficiently Can play the chords fluently for 4 chord songs, with the thumb on 
the root note 

Green Understands which chords make up I  IV  V & VI in C 
major 

Able to play all four chords  

White   Understands that a chord is two or more notes 
Understands how to build a triadic chord 

Able to play form a chord on the keyboard 

 

Comment: ________________________________________________________________ 

 

Assessed by:_____________________________________ 
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Week 1 or 2       Lesson 1: Title: The Role of Chords            LI: to learn about chords on the keyboard and what their roles are 

The Oak National Academy: Band Musicianship: The Four Chord Trick (Video 1: What is the role of chords?) 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/what-is-the-role-of-chords-c9hk6c?activity=video&step=1 

CONNECT: 

• Have a real keyboard or musicca.com ready to play 

• Warm up with Miss Charatan: Time signatures and rhythms 

ACTIVATE:  

        

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/what-is-the-role-of-chords-c9hk6c?activity=video&step=1
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DEMONSTRATE: 

    

                                 
• Try using different rhythms with the same chord 
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            Skip 23’ 44’’ to 33’ 40’’  

CONSOLIDATE: 
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Quiz: 

Take this quiz at the end of the lesson and be ready to answer the questions at the start of the next lesson 

        

 

                    
********************************************************************************************* 

Week 3 or 4       Lesson 2: Title: The Most Useful    LI: to learn about primary chords and how these can be used to harmonise melodies  

The National Oak Academy: The 4 Chord Trick        (Video 3 of Oak National Academy).  

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/which-are-the-most-useful-chords-6cupcr?activity=video&step=2&view=1 

CONNECT: 

• Test how much you have retained from the last lesson: 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/which-are-the-most-useful-chords-6cupcr?activity=video&step=2&view=1
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Mark:    /6    

ACTIVATE: 

• Warm up with Miss Charatan using syncopated rhythms 

DEMONSTRATE: 
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Play the C Major scale, using the correct fingers: 1  2  3 (thumb under)  1  2  3  4  5 

 

 

 

Chord VII is a diminished chord. We won’t be using that for the moment.  
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So for any note of the melody, there is going to be a chord which fits with it.  

If we have an ‘F’ in the melody, we can harmonise it with an ‘F’ triad.  

If we’ve got a ‘B’ in the melody, we can harmonise with a ‘G’ triad.  

The Saints Go Marching In can be harmonised with only primary chords 

THIS WILL BE USED FOR THE ASSESSMENT THIS HALF-TERM, AS WELL AS THE MARKS ON THE QUIZZES 

                      
Try playing this timeless melody, using the primary chords, as above. 

Skip the video from 11:40 to 18:30 

                     
Syncopated Rhythms: Accents on weak beats: Clapping with Ms Charatan 
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         A tone is two semitones 

                             

                                                                                     Try this on your instrument for a few minutes.  

        5 minutes on this task 
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Write your two 8-beat melodies here, using letter names: 

1.  

 

2.  

 

 

Harmonising your melody: Try chords that contain a matching note to your melody note. See which one sounds best.  

If you haven’t done one yourself, use this melody. Two chords per box, only.  

 
 

If it doesn’t sound right, then choose a different chord.  
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CONSOLIDATE: 

 

Take the Quiz. It will be used to test you at the start of next lesson.  
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Week 5 or 6 Lesson 3:      Title: Secondary Chords      LI: to use secondary chords to add interest to chord progressions 

(Video 4 of Oak National Academy, The 4 Chord Trick) 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/how-can-secondary-chords-be-introduced-in-an-accompaniment-cgrk6r 

CONNECT: 

      

   

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/how-can-secondary-chords-be-introduced-in-an-accompaniment-cgrk6r
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Mark:    /10   

ACTIVATE: 

• Warm up clapping: Do the opposite 

• Practice playing the three Primary Chords in C Major:  C      F     and G  Major chords 

• Can you transpose this to G Major and play them?     G      C and D  Major chords 

• Skip 3:05 to 6:10 if using the video 

• Remember ‘Saints Go Marching In’? We played this in C. Try this in G today 
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  Chords in G for this would be: G   G   G   D   G   C   G   D  G 

 

 
Skip 7:30 to 11:20 
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DEMONSTRATE:  

Playing Some Famous Chord Progressions: 

                   
Try these chord progressions now 

Skip 18:22  to 23:00 

Composing your own chord progression 

Use the grid below to write the chords you will use for your chord progression.  

You can put the number of the chord below it. 

 
aVOID chord VII as it will sound strange and diminished. Practice playing it fluently. How can you make it more interesting? 
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- Change the rhythm - Add syncopation  - Add the root note in the left hand    - Different rhythms in RH and LH 

 

                     

CONSOLIDATE: 

 

Quiz: 
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******************************************************************************************************* 
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Week 7 or 8 (including 1st week after half-term)  Lesson 4 (Video 5 of Oak National Academy, The 4 Chord Trick) 

Title: The Structure of Pop Songs     LI: to understand the different sections in song structure.    

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/how-are-pop-songs-constructed-64ukct 

CONNECT: Quiz: (FROM LAST LESSON) 

      

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/how-are-pop-songs-constructed-64ukct
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Mark:    /9 

ACTIVATE: 

Stretch and rhythm with Miss Charatan. Make sure you have a keyboard to play, today.  
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The Structure of a Song: 
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Listen to the whole of George Ezra’s ‘Shotgun’ and follow this diagram that outlines the overall structure: 

                                 

 

Skip video from 17:04 to 33:27 
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   Use them to play through the lyrics above, noticing the structure as you go.  

 How long is each section?   It’s quite symmetrical                                  You could even play the whole thing if you have all the lyrics.  

 

DEMONSTRATE: 

Use 4 or 8 chords to create a chord progression of your own. You can use primary and secondary chords.  

Decide whether this will be a verse or chorus. See if you can put some words to it.  

Can you use a different chord progression and decide what you will use that for? 

You need at least a verse and a chorus. Then you can perhaps add an intro and outro.  

If you are feeling really confident, see if you can come up with a bridge section that is a even more different from the other sections.  

CONSOLIDATE: 

  STOP THE VIDEO AT 34:06 
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Quiz: 
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******************************END********************************* 


